Notice for State Level Guides

1. State Level Guides who are selected, trained and issued State Level Guide licences by Department of Tourism, Govt. of UP as per Ministry of Tourism (MoT), Govt. of India guidelines of the Year 2003 (Batch 2009-10) and not submitted their Bio data along with photo and Scan Copy of Training Certificate, are requested to Email the following documents as early as possible on following e-mail id:-
   (Email ID :- guide.uptourism@gmail.com)
   Documents attached with e-mail are:
   a) Bio data along with photograph
   b) Scan Copy of Training Certificate

2. The 6th Batch of refresher course shall be held for left over candidates of 2009-10 batch at MKITM, Lucknow from 16/07/2015, candidates are required to submit a Demand Draft in favour of MKITM, Lucknow for Rs. 8000/-
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